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What is team participation?

A highly functioning work team is developed and maintained

through effective communication. Competent team members

work to improve and maintain team dynamics, team

communications, and team cohesion.

Team participation is about sensing or knowing the different

contributions you bring to a team. Sometimes you may add

value to the team though your individual contributions and

other times you add value to the team by how you actively work

with others on the team.

It can be challenging to distinguish an individual contribution

from a team contribution because both are important to the

team’s success. Just l ike a violinist brings violin playing

expertise to the orchestra (an individual contribution) when the

violinist combines his or her talents with the talents of the

other musicians, a team contribution is created as the

orchestra plays.
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What is team participation?

During teamwork and team meetings, two simultaneous operations
are in motion: AM – an Activity Moment and PM  –  a Personal

Moment.

The AM or Activity Moment refers to working on the stated agenda
such as issues to be discussed, problems to be resolved, and
information to be learned.

The PM or Personal Moment refers to the way the group members
work together such as how people are encouraged, the
atmosphere among the team, and how behavioral issues are
handled. 
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What is Team Participation?

You contribute to a team’s success in many ways. Sometimes
what you bring to the team are the contributions you achieved
working on your own. This means that you have completed an
assignment or developed a unique quality, skill,  or ability that you
offer to help the team achieve success. 

The qualities or characteristics that you bring to the team are
the same qualities and characteristics that you bring to your
workplace and to your personal life. Each of us has our own
unique set of qualities and characteristics. Depending on the
situation we face and our level of self-confidence in the
situation, we will  select consciously or unconsciously those
qualities and characteristics we will  use. 

These qualities or characteristics are often called competencies,
and an easy way to define and remember the concept is to use
the acronym, M.A.S.K. This is what Human Advantage refers to
as “The Invincible M.A.S.K.™” 

M – Stands for Mindset
A – Stands for Ability
S – Stands for Skills
K – Stands for Knowledge 
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ORIENTING

TEAM AM OR ACTIVITY MOMENTS

Suggesting new ideas,
presenting problems,

starting activities for
the team/with the team,

getting the team to
make decisions.

 

INITIATING

Keeping team members on
track.  Reminding the team

of the purpose of the
activity and of their roles. 

 

Providing team members
with the facts and

information they need to
make decisions

Make sure that

everything said and done

in the team is understood

by all of the team

members.

INFORMATION

GIVING/GETTING

CLARIFYING

What is Team Participation?
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ENCOURAGING

TEAM PM OR PERSONAL MOMENTS

Praising and supporting
others; inviting and

accepting contributions
of others.

What is Team Participation?

GATE KEEPING

Opening the door for the
more reserved team

members to contribute;
making it possible for each
team member to speak and
have a chance to be heard.

DEVELOPING HONESTY 
AND TRUST 

Creating an environment
where team members feel

respected and are
comfortable speaking

their thoughts even if they
disagree with other team

members.

Confronting behavior that
interferes with or prevents

the team from fulfilling its
task or effectively using its

human resources.

HANDLING BEHAVIORAL
 ISSUES 
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Do You Need More Help?

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can
change the world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever has.” 

Margaret Mead
 

Thank you!
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